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Abstract—The paper presents the SuperMatrix system, which
was designed as a general tool supporting automatic acquisition
of lexical semantic relations from corpora. The construction of the
system is discussed, but also examples of different applications
showing the potential of SuperMatrix are given. The core of
the system is construction of co-incidence matrices from corpora
written in any natural language as the system works on UTF-8 encoding and possesses modular construction. SuperMatrix follows
the general scheme of distributional methods. Many different
matrix transformations and similarity computation methods were
implemented in the system. As a result the majority of existing
Measures of Semantic Relatedness were re-implemented in the
system. The system supports also evaluation of the extracted
measures by the tests originating from the idea of the WordNet
Based Synonymy Test. In the case of Polish, SuperMatrix includes
the implementation of the language of lexico-syntactic constraints
delivering means for a kind of shallow syntactic processing.
SuperMatrix processes also multiword expressions as lexical
units being described and elements of the description. Processing
can be distributed as a number of matrix operations were
implemented. The system serves huge matrices.

I. I NTRODUCTION
F A WORDNET 1 for some language does not exists, then
. . . it should be created as quickly as possible. This point
of view is probably shared by the majority of researchers
working in the area of Natural Language Processing. The
stand of developers and companies is much less clear, but
even them would love to have an occasion to criticise an
existing wordnet for not solving all the large scale problems.
There are two weakest points of the wordnet in general:
its construction is very laborious process, in which skilled
lexicographers must be involved, and it takes a lot of time
to construct a new wordnet, even if we start with translating
a wordnet built for another language (i.e. mostly the English
wordnet). Both problems are strictly correlated. While starting
a project on the construction of the Polish Wordnet [2], called
plWordNet (or Słowosieć in Polish), we decided to build it
from scratch, in order to construct it as a faithful description
of the Polish lexical semantic relations. So we increased the
amount of work to be done, but in the same time we did not
increase the amount of money assigned to the project (anyway,
as it was quite moderate, so it was not a big difference).
However, from the very beginning we planned to support the
work of lexicographers by different types of language tools
automatically constructed on the basis of large corpora:

I

1 By wordnet we mean here an electronic thesaurus of a structure following
the main lines of the Princeton WordNet thesaurus [1].

delivering some means of intelligent semantic browsing
across lexical units2 (henceforth LU),
• or even suggesting to the lexicographer some lexical
semantic relations between LUs or groups of LUs (e.g.
wordnet synsets).
Browsing on the basis of LU meaning relations requires
some way of measuring semantic relatedness between pairs
of LUs. Following Edmonds and Hirst [3] we prefer the
term semantic relatedness instead of the widely used term
of semantic similarity, because the former better expresses
the nature of a numerical measure one extracts from corpora.
A Measure of Semantic Relatedness (henceforth MSR) is a
function which for a given pair of LUs returns some real
number expressing how semantically close the elements of
the given pair are, regardless of the exact nature or cause of
this relation:
•

M SR : L × L → R

(1)

where L is the set of lexical units and R is the set of real
numbers.
As our objective is to build a set of language tools supporting wordnet construction, we will limit the rest of our
considerations only to the automatic extraction of instances
of lexical semantic relations from corpora. There are two
main paradigms of automatic extraction of instances of lexical
semantic relations, e.g. [4]:
• pattern-based,
• and clustering-based, called also distributional paradigm,
as it originates directly from the Distributional Hypothesis formulated by Harris [5].
According to the pattern based approaches there are some
lexico-syntactic patterns, which combine two LUs and mark
the two LU as an instance of some lexical semantic relation,
e.g. hypernymy, see e.g. a seminal work of Hearst [6]. So
only one occurrence of a precise pattern can signal the given
association of LUs.
The clustering-based approaches assume that the similarity
of distributions of some LUs across different lexico-syntactic
or even semantic contexts is evidence for their close semantic
relation. The stronger the similarity is the closer the LUs are
2 A lexical unit is a one word or multiword lexeme named in the lexicon
by its morphological base form and representing a whole set of one word or
multiword forms possessing the same meaning and differing in the values of
morphological categories.
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in their meaning. The name of the paradigm emphasises that
we are looking for similar distributions of LUs and, in some
way, we cluster them into groups of highly semantically related
LUs.
There are plenty of methods proposed for the automatic
extraction of Measures of Semantic Relatedness. All start with
processing a corpus and constructing a coincidence matrix
describing co-occurrences of LUs (rows) and lexico-syntactic
contexts (columns). They differ in three aspects: definitions of
contexts, transformations of the raw frequencies and calculation of the final measure value. At the beginning of our project
project it was completely unclear which known MSRs perform
better, and which of them would work for Polish. Polish is
not only a language using alphabet extended in comparison to
the ASCII code3 , is a language typologically different than
English, but also is a language with fewer language tools
and resources than English. The third problem was the worst,
as the difference between English and Polish in this area
is huge. Thus we decided to construct a system capable of
utilising existing Polish language tools, Polish corpora and
reimplementing, investigating and evaluating as many MSRs
as possible.
The goal of the paper is to present the constructed system
called SuperMatrix and discuss its various successful applications. As we would like to make SuperMatrix free for research
uses, we hope that the latter can guide potential users to the
areas of its applications. The first experiments done with the
help of SuperMatrix were presented in [7], and the general
scheme of processing was discussed in [8]. Here we are going
to present the first thorough description of SuperMatrix.
II. B LUEPRINT

FOR THE

C ONSTRUCTION

OF

MRS S

There is a plethora of approaches to extraction of similarity
between LUs, e.g. [9]–[12]. Basically, they all follow similar
pattern for construction. This general blueprint as implemented
in SuperMatrix is shown on Figure 1. Following the idea
of distributional similarity and Distributional Hypothesis [5],
first, co-occurrence data is collected from text corpora for
selected words.
There are three main approaches to represent a context.
One can count words occurring together with the given LU
inside a passage of text, e.g. inside a paragraph or document.
This approach has been used in the technique called Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA) [13]. Another popular method for
context representation is counting words co-occurring inside
a text window, this approach is called a Word Space [14].
In Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL) [15] smaller
weights are assigned to words if they occur further from the
centre of the context — the centre is occupied by the LU being
described.
Very good results were observed after enriching description
of a context with syntactic information, e.g. [8], [9], [12].
This method counts only co-occurrences between an LU in
3 In 2005, when we started, many similar systems did not process the
extended ASCII code, not mentioning UTF-8.

Fig. 1.

General blueprint for creation of measures of semantic relatedness.

the context centre and selected lexico-syntactic relations in
which the LU is involved.
Usually LUs are represented as feature vectors in a high
dimensional space. Each feature corresponds to a single
context, in which an LU occurs in corpus. It is convenient
for further processing to think about the collection of feature
vectors in terms of a matrix M (see figure 2), consisting of i
rows (words) described by j features (context). The value of
M [ni , cj ] tells how many times the word ni occurred in the
context cj .
In the next step co-occurrence matrices are used to calculate
similarity between words. There are many methods for doing
this. One can measure the Euclidean distance between word
vectors, calculate cosine between vectors to measure how close
they are one to another, etc. [16].
Experiments showed that raw frequency counts of cooccurrences are not very useful from the perspective of lexical
semantic knowledge acquisition. First, after the analysis of the
collected data it can become apparent that not all the features used are descriptive enough to differentiate between LU
meanings. That is why an additional step of filtering features is
often preformed [8], [12]. Second, there is a need to emphasise
an inner structure (or a latent structure) of the data before
comparing word vectors. There are two main approaches to
this problem: based on transformation and weighting.
One of the well known example of transformation is Singular Value Decomposition [17]. It is a method for reducing
matrix dimensionality, and was applied in LSA to achieve a
form of generalisation from the raw frequency counts.
When comparing nouns one can quickly arrive to the
conclusion, that almost every noun can be modified by “liczny”
(numerous, countless), but “bezołowiowy” (unleaded) will be a
feature of a few very specific LUs. This is where the weighting
is helpful. The basic idea of weighting is to assign greater
weights to features that are more descriptive than the others.
The above steps are required to create an MSR. But rarely
the construction of MSR is the main aim of one’s work.
Usually it is only a means for achieving some other goal. For
example one can cluster LUs in order to semi-automatically
extend lexicons [18] or use similarity for the correction of
medical handwritten documents [19].
Last, but not least, there remains a question about
comparing different MSRs. There are three main approaches
to evaluation of MSRs [20], [21]: mathematical analysis of
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Set of tools, including (but not limited to) tools for creation of matrices: LUs by features, tools for evaluating of
MSRs, tools for joining different matrices and analysis of
the matrix content, e.g. manually browsing selected rows
and columns from any matrix, including transformed and
weighted matrices.
• Clustering – package consisting of several clustering
algorithms. SuperMatrix can interact with CLUTO [24]
and perform Clustering by Committee(CBC) [18], RObust Clustering using linKs (ROCK) [25] and Growing
Hierarchical Self-Organising Maps (GHSOM) [26]. We
reimplemented ROCK and GHSOM with little modification, CBC was reimplemented as well as significantly
extended [27].
4
• Set of helper scripts and SWIG wrappers for main
classes of the Matrices and Comparator libraries.
For portability reasons we wanted to avoid external dependencies as much as possible. Only required components are
open-source and cross-platform. CMake5 is used for our build
system. SuperMatrix is also heavily dependant on availability
of Boost libraries6 , Other used software packages are not
so crucial for SuperMatrix, e.g. SWIG is needed only for
generating Python wrappers, CLUTO for clustering. For the
construction of matrices from Polish corpora we also use
parts of TaKIPI [28] engine – an open-source mopho-syntactic
tagger for Polish7 . We have tested SuperMatrix under different
flavours of Linux as well as Microsoft Windows.
This system has been under active development for almost
two and a half years now. At the time of writing it consists
of almost 24 thousands lines of C++ code and almost 3.5
thousands of lines of code written in Python.
•

Fig. 2.

Schematic view of co-occurrence matrix.

their formal properties, application specific evaluation and
comparison with human judgement. For example, Landauer
and Dumais used the third approach for the evaluation of
LSA. They used a synonymy part of the Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL) to test the ability to automatically
differentiate between synonymous and non-synonymous LUs.
Because TOEFL is limited in the number of questions it
includes and is available only for English, a WordNet Based
Synonymy Test (WBST) was proposed to generate “a large set
of questions identical in format to those in the TOEFL” [22].
An analysis of WBST-based approach to evaluation of MSRs
is presented in [21].
An instance of the WBST test is built thus: first, a pair
of LUs: hq, si, is chosen from a wordnet (WordNet 2.0 in
[22]), where q is a question word, and s is a randomly chosen
synonym of q; next, three other words that are not in synsets
of q and s are randomly drawn from the wordnet — they are a
detractor set D. The task for MSR is to point which word from
the set A = D ∪ {s} is a synonym to q. For example for the
word administracja (administration) A consists of: poddasze
(attic), repatriacja (repatriation), zarzad
˛ (board, management)
and zwolennik (follower, zealot).
III. S UPER M ATRIX
SuperMatrix is a collective name for a set of libraries for
programmers and end-user tools for creation, storing and manipulation of co-occurrence matrices describing distributional
patterns of LUs.
Overall, the implementation and design has been dictated by
requirements placed upon SuperMatrix. Above all the system
should be extensible and flexible. This property is necessary
for experimenting with different methods of MSR extraction.
Efficient processing is also crucial, as statistical methods tends
to yield better results with the increasing amount of data [23].
Thus, the software has been written in C++, with additions of
Python bindings and helper scripts.
Because we are working in heterogeneous environment we
wanted the system to be as much portable as possible. This
could also lead to lessen effort in embedding parts of the
system in end-user applications. After conducting a few experiments we realized that ability to quickly test new algorithms
would be very convenient, so we added fast prototyping to the
requirement list.
SuperMatrix consists of several modules, namely:
• Matrices – a library for storing matrices.
• Comparator – a library enabling computation of similarity between rows of matrices (i.e. between LUs) using
different MSRs.

A. Matrices
Most fundamental question for software toolkit performing
heavy computation on matrices is: how to represent a matrix
object in computer memory? There are many options for doing
this, i.e. one can store it in a dense or sparse format, for a
sparse format there exists many possible representations. Not
wanting to be bound to only one implementation we have
defined set of operations that a matrix has to be able to perform
and tested several different approaches.
A dense format was used for small matrices. Compressed
Column Storage (CCS) [17] is not very convenient for a
matrix whose content is being changed constantly. During
first experiments [7] we created implementation for storing
matrix in database. We tested three possible representations
(storing columns, rows or non-zero cells of a matrix), but
performance overhead was too large for practical usage. So
we have removed support for the storage in database.
It appeared that the most powerful (in terms of flexibility and efficiency) representation is the one using map
collection of the standard C++ library. Thanks to guaranteed
4 Simplified

Wrapper and Interface Generator, http://www.swig.org/

5 http://www.cmake.org/
6 http://www.boost.org/
7 Available

for download at http://plwordnet.pwr.wroc.pl/g419/tagger/
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•

•

Fig. 3.

Framework for computation of MSR.

O(log(n)) complexity we have achieved both flexible and
efficient implementation of a matrix. We have encapsulated
functionality of a word feature vector using this representation
in CompressedVector class. Matrices using this representation were called CCSMatrix (for storing matrix columnwise) and CRSMatrix (for storing in row fashion).
To improve performance we cache some information together with vectors of features. Most importantly we keep
entropy of a vector and sum of vector cells. A SuperMatrix
class is a composition of such cached data (Feature class)
and CRSMatrix (CCSMatrix).
Classes in the namespace Matrices:IO are capable of
saving matrices in a few popular format. Native SuperMatrix
format is based on sparse format used by CLUTO [24]. This
makes interaction with CLUTO easier. Matrix can also be
exported to CCS or CRS format, which enable interaction
with such tools like Infomap NLP [29], SenseClustres [11]
or SVDPACK [17].
In the current representation we have been able to perform
efficient computation8 using matrices for 13 thousands words
described by more then 270 thousands of features created on
the basis of a corpus consisting of more then 550 million
words9 .
B. Comparator
Comparator library is used for calculating similarity values
between rows of a matrix. It is extensible library used for
constructing and testing different approaches to computation
of MSRs.
A typical framework for processing is presented on Figure 3.
After creation of a matrix some global filtering of columns is
performed. It follows intuition that some features are not good
discriminators for a matrix row. SuperMatrix can do filtering
using three methods:
• Using a stoplist. This step is performed by most of
the algorithms, even if it is not implicitly mentioned.
Stoplist consists of functional words (like conjunction
or prepositions) and words that are not good meaning
8 On

a contemporary PC, i.e. 1,5 GHz processor with 1 GB of RAM.
millions words from IPI Pan Corpus [30], 100 millions from
Rzeczpospolita [31] (Polish newspaper), and 100 from the Polish edition of
Wikipedia [32]
9 254

bearers. Usually this step is performed before creation of
a matrix, but we allow to do it afterwords.
Filtering using the minimal global term frequency of a
word. Most statistically based methods do not cope well
with events of extremely low frequencies, so those events
are usually treated as outliers and are removed from
dataset.
Filtering using entropy of a column as a measure of noise
it introduces. We used Shannon’s entropy:
X
pw,i · log pw,i ,
(2)
Entropyw = −
i

where pw,i is probability of occurrence of the i’th feature
with the word w. Entropy is maximised for events of
maximal uncertainty — here for features that do not
differentiate good between rows of a matrix.
We observed that, some features are globally good discriminators, but for certain LUs they are caused by some accidental
frequencies (e.g. an error of morpho-syntactic disambiguation,
sentence boundary detection or a simple spelling mistake).
That is why we have isolated yet another step in the process, namely local feature selection. It is implicitly present
in co-occurrence retrieval models [12] (CRM). The feature
sequences selected from the rows for both LUs may have to be
padded (usually with zeroes), if the similarity measure requires
equal-size vectors.
Z-Score (variant of t-score) can be used as a measure of
association between an LU and a feature. If the observed
frequency of occurrence of some feature with some LU is
significantly greater then expected, then this feature is a good
discriminator for this LU.
In the following step we performed weighting of feature
vectors of LUs. This stage aim for emphasising important data
in matrix. Several weighting schemes were implemented in
SuperMatrix:
• Term frequency – inversed document frequency is a popular method for decreasing weights of the very frequent
words used in Information Retrieval (IR) for assigning
lower scores to words occurring in all documents:
tf.idfw,d = tft,d · log

•

•

N
,
dft

(3)

where tft,d is a number of occurrences of the word
t in the document d, dft is the number of documents
containing the word t, N is number of documents. This
weighting scheme has been used mainly for processing
of document by words matrices.
In LSA [13] before reduction of the dimension, a matrix
has been weighted in two-step process. First the cells
of a matrix were scaled logarithmically: for each i, j:
M [wi , cj ] = ln(M [wi , cj ] + 1) and divided by entropy
of a row of a matrix. We use logent as a name for this
weighting scheme.
Z-Score (or t-score) can be used not only for local
selection of features, but also as a weighting function,
e.g. [8], [33].
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Another popular family of weighting schemes is based on
Mutual Information (MI). In [9] some formal introduction
for MI in the context of extraction of MSRs is presented.
In The Sketches Engine [34] this measure was used for the
generation of a distributional thesauri. In [18] a variant
of this measure called Pointwise Mutual Information was
used (extended with a discounting factor).
• Some measures of similarity operate in probability space.
There are few methods for transition from frequencies
to probabilities. We used for this purpose Maximum
Likelihood Estimation.
• To reimplement best faring MSRs from [12] we added
weighting schemes based on CRMMI and CRMdt .
• During experiments with different MSRs we noticed [8]
that feature values in the matrix depend too directly on
frequencies. However no corpus is perfectly balanced,
and any weighting function alone does not solve the
problem. We need some generalisation from the raw
frequencies. Applying SVD to very sparse matrices does
not help [7]. We assumed that similarity of two types
of objects depends more on which significant features
characterise them than on the exact numerical values of
those features’ “strength”. So, we developed Rank Weight
Function(RWF) – a weighting scheme that builds relative
ranking of importance of features from raw frequencies10.
Experiments showed that for Polish the MSR based on
RWF produces better results [35], in the WBST test.
SuperMatrix supports methods enabling transition into
the rank space.
After weighting of a matrix one can perform similarity
computation. We implemented several similarity functions,
e.g. the commonly used, geometry inspired cosine function,
SIMIRAD – function using divergence of the two probability
distributions, SIMCRM for the reimplementation of the cooccurrence retrieval models (CRM), Lin’s measure based on
information theory, etc. Surprisingly, cosine performed very
well in comparison to other functions.
On the figure 3 one step is not shown: transformation of a
matrix. Transformations are usually computationally intensive,
so most of the time they are performed independently of
typical process shown described earlier. We use a few methods
of transformation in current version of SuperMatrix, namely:
• Singular value decomposition using SVDPACKC [17].
• Transformation of a LUs by features matrix into the similarity matrix. This transformation is useful for example
during exporting data into CLUTO for clustering.
• Relative Frequency Focus — a transformation required
for reimplementation of the approach presented in [36].
As a final note on Comparison module we want to emphasise that the framework presented on Figure 3 is not
fixed in SuperMatrix. Our framework seems to encompass
many, if not all, methods of MSR construction. For instance,
to reimplement CRM, one needs the identity function for
global selection, some weight function analysed in CRM for
•

10 For

detailed description of RWF see [8], [35].
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transformation, local selection by the condition M[wi , cj ] > 0
(applied after transformation) and the CRM F-score as the
similarity measure.
C. Tools
This section selectively describes tools available in SuperMatrix package for usage with little to no coding at all.
1) Architect: Collective name for applications used to create different kinds of co-occurrence matrices. Using tools in
this category we can create:
• a documents by words matrix (for document clustering
or Information Retrieval),
• a window matrix, i.e. a matrix in which context describes
co-occurrence of words in text window of fixed sized (e.g.
5 words to the left and 5 words to the right from the target
word),
• a HAL-like matrix — a matrix created in a similar manner
to window matrix, but higher scores are assigned to words
occurring closer in the text window,
• a sentence matrix — a window matrix with non-fixed
size of a text window, in which only co-occurrences in
the same sentence are counted,
• a matrix describing LUs by co-occurrence of those LUs
in syntactic relations.
Because there is no robust parser available for Polish, for
the creation of a matrix describing co-occurrences of LUs
in syntactic relation we used a simplified approach based on
defining morpho-syntactic constraints. Those constraints are
expressed in JOSKIPI — a specialised language developed
for TaKIPI [28] — a Polish morpho-syntactic tagger.
It is worth noting that Architect can create matrix for LUs
as well as for multiword expressions (MWE). We require
only a limited description of syntactic dependencies between
constituents of MWEs. In SuperMatrix a module for the
automatic extraction of those dependencies is available (for
the description of this method see [37])
As the amount of textual data is increasing, processing of
a raw text (or annotated text in XML format) is becoming
performance bottleneck. To speed up the process of matrix
construction SuperMatrix can read binary format generated by
Poliqarp [38].
2) WBST Tester: A tool performing evaluation of MSRs by
the application of the WordNet Based Synonymy Tests (WBST).
With addition of a few Python scripts we can generate WBST,
test MSRs and perform test on statistical difference of the
results produced by different MSRs.
3) Summator: A tool for joining different matrices. We
observed that combining several matrices created with usage of
different morpho-syntactic constraints resulted in better MSRs
[21].
4) VectorExtractor: A tool for supporting manual analysis
of a matrix content. i.e. manual browsing of parts (rows and
columns) of huge matrices.
5) Relations: SuperMatrix includes also a set of tools
for preparing training data used during training classifiers
processing pairs of LU and assigning them to different types
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of wordnet relations, see [39]. Features extracted on the basis
of raw matrices or transformed matrices are next stored in the
ARFF format which is supported by many Machine Learning
systems e.g. Weka system [40] used in [39]
6) Simbuilder: In many applications it is easier first to
transform the matrix describing LUs by row vectors of features
into the square matrix of LU similarity, e.g. the generation of
the list of the most similar LUs to the given one applied in
the initial phase of CBC [18], or calculation of weights in the
RFF MSR [36].
This last task has complexity of O(n2 ), where n is dependent on the number of LUs in the matrix. For large matrices
the expected time of transformation to the domain of similarity
is barely acceptable. For solving this problem, one can apply
several approaches, e.g. based on some heuristics that are
introduced to increase the speed of performed computations,
e.g. [33], [34]. Mostly, precision become a little decreased, but
the time of processing is reduced a lot.
From the point of view of the extraction of MSR for
the needs of the construction of a lexical semantic network,
precision is most important, so its decrease cannot be accepted.
Fortunately, the calculation of the LU similarity matrix can
be easily distributed. We constructed a tool that can divide
the whole task into several computers or processing nodes in
a cluster of computers. Communication between processes is
based on the Message Passing Interface.
IV. U SAGE EXAMPLES
The primary application of SuperMatrix is construction of
tools for semi-automatic extraction of instances of lexical
semantic relations used next in extending plWordNet [41].
Mostly the system is used for the construction of different
MSRs [7], [8], [21], [35], but also was applied to clustering
text documents [42].
SuperMatrix was applied to the construction of MSRs for:
Polish nouns [7], [8], [21], verbs and adjectives [35]. The
system was also used in the development of the Rank Weight
Function [8], which was next implemented in it. SuperMatrix
was used for preparing training data for the construction of
classifiers of types of lexical semantic relations [39], e.g.
hypernymy, meronymy etc.
An interesting application was the support for the construction of a corpus on the basis of documents from the
web. SuperMatrix was applied to construct a tool discovering
duplicates of documents in a semi-automatic way. For the
documents downloaded from the web11 a matrix: documents
by words was built. Next the matrix was transformed to the
similarity matrix. On the basis of the similarity matrix pairs of
documents whose similarity was above some defined threshold
were stored in a file sorted in the descending order of their
similarity. The high similarity of documents was a precise
signal of duplication, so it was enough to manually check
some of the top documents in order to remove duplicates.
11 First the downloaded documents were filtered according to the presence
of too many words not recognised during the morphological analysis

Finally, SuperMatrix was utilised in the project whose goal
was to develop an OCR of handwritten medical documents. A
language model based on the distributional semantic similarity
of words was built on the basis of SuperMatrix [19]. The
model was next used for the correction of recognition done
on the graphical level. A sequence of token positions was
delivered to the system. Each token position was assigned a
list of potential recognitions for this position. The semantic
language model built on the basis of the domain corpus was
used in the algorithm called SemWnd, which tried to find a
sequence of potential recognitions maximising the semantic
consistency of the sequence.
V. E XISTING

SYSTEMS

There exists a few software solutions that can satisfy some
of design requirements stated in Section I. Reimplementation
of LSA for Polish [43] was performed using the combination
of MC Toolkit [44] and SVDPACKC [17]. We have stumbled
upon few problems with that combination. Most important,
MC Toolkit supported only ASCII encoding and could only
create a words by documents matrix. Also SVD approach is
computationally expensive, we were able to reduce dimensions
of a matrix describing only four thousands nouns appearing
in about 180 thousands short documents [7]. Infomap NLP
package [29] supports similar functionality to MC Toolkit with
SVD, but it was especially created for the extraction of word
meanings from free text corpora. One noticeable improvement
over MC Toolkit is ability to operate in Word Space. It suffered
from similar limitations because of using combination of MC
Toolkit with SVDPACKC. Additionally we had problems with
building and installing this system.
Recently, Infomap NLP package has been abandoned in
favour of a new system called Semantic Vectors (SV) [10].
Main differences with Infomap NLP are: usage of random
projection instead of SVD for dimensionality reduction and the
implementation, which was written completely in Java, using
Apache Lucene as a document-indexing engine. Although Semantic Vectors looks interesting it currently dose not support
many MRSs. Also, it does not support other methods for the
description of context than co-occurrences in document or
text window. First public release of SV happened in October,
2007, when SuperMatrix had most of its functionality already
implemented.
Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [45] is a popular software
for performing fundamental natural language processing task.
It does not fully support statistical lexical semantic knowledge
acquisition and does not support any Polish corpora.
SenseClusters (SC) [11] is the most relevant and similar
package to SuperMatrix. It is a collection of Perl modules
and programs for clustering of similar words (and contexts)
based on distributional similarity. It supports couple of MSRs,
creation of Word Space matrices and interacts very well with
SVDPACKC for dimensionality reduction and CLUTO for
clustering. Unfortunately it does not support Unicode, and cannot use morpho-syntactic constraints or a similar mechanism
for the definition of features during matrix construction.
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Sketch Engine (SE) [34] provides support for distributional
thesauri out of text corpora. At the time of design phase
of SuperMatrix SE did not provide full support for multiword expressions. For computation it used a modification
of Lin’s measure and currently it uses modification of the
Dice coefficient for performance reasons. Being a commercial,
closed-source application, we are not aware of possibilities of
experimenting with self-made MSRs inside it. Keeping data on
an external server would be inconvenient for our needs too.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented SuperMatrix — a general tool for the
acquisition of lexical semantic knowledge from text corpora.
At the end of the project we would like to release the version
1.0 for public usage under a free research licence. Commercial
licenses are already available.
Possible application areas for SuperMatrix include already
mentioned extraction of MSRs from corpora and semantic
correction of handwritten text. This system can be also used
to perform unsupervised word sense disambiguation, named
entity disambiguation, sentiment analysis, document indexing,
clustering and retrieval and search engine construction. One
can even use SuperMatrix for the extraction of lexical semantic
relation in a way following the pattern-based paradigm, e.g.
lexico-syntactic patterns expressed in JOSKIPI are used as
features describing matrix columns.
We suspect that our system can be also used outside the
domain of natural language processing, i.e. everywhere were
an object can be represented as a feature vector (especially in
high dimensional space).
We plan to use and extend SuperMatrix in upcoming
research projects. Because of the highly parallel nature of
processing we will extend tools in a way enabling flexible
computation in distributed environment via Message Passing
Interface (MPI).
We also want to create tools for the creation of matrices for
other languages. As a primary goal we will focus on English,
with possible addition of other languages. Also we will extend
Comparator module with additional weighting schemes and
similarity functions.
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